
FIRST UNITARIAN CHURCH OF WILMINGTON, DELAWARE
 

 

 

MEETING:  Board of Trustees Meeting, October 20, 2014     TIME:  7:04 p.m. 
 

MEMBERS PRESENT:  Drew Hansen, Leslie Dickerson, Pat McGee, Suzanne Perry, Doyle 
Dobbins, Ostin Warren, Chela Metzger, Linda Sanders, Becky Laster
 

OTHERS PRESENT: Michelle Collins, Josh Snyder, Steve Cohen, Cindy Cohen, David Pyle 
(JPD Executive)
 

Agenda Review by Suzanne. 
 

Recording Secretary: Leslie | Process Observer: Pat | Centering and Chalice Lighting: Pat
 

BOARD BUSINESS
 

            Open Questions: Board members have been assigned the questions, your number is on the 
work schedule and the question can be found on email sent by Suzanne.
 

            Re-vision Ministry Committee: Cindy Cohen presented the committee’s charge to draft a 
job description for a single ministry going forward from the start of the next church year. The 
committee is made of leaders from pastoral care, choir, CYRE, the board and social action. The 
committee process is derived from the strategic plan, involves the committee seeking input from 
the congregation, congregation lay leadership, Josh and the other like job descriptions, drafting a 
proposed job description, following up with those who originally had input and presenting a final 
draft to the board on 12/15. David Pyle is mentoring this committee and introducing various 
models of single ministry. Questions remaining from discussion: how is policy governance used 
if at all, what are the issues with policy governance and single ministry, how is the single 
ministry impacted by cluster model, what impact does single ministry have on church bi-laws. 
 

            Leadership Linkage Calls: Suzanne requested each board member understand their 
assignment and the intended results of the calls. It was decided to hold these calls until after 
November to allow the performance evaluation team to complete the evaluation process. 
 

 

BOARD BUSINESS



 

            Regionalization and other JPD News: David Pyle introduced himself as the new JPD 
Executive and outlined the changes in how the JPD would be servicing the district churches. The 
new model will be a primary contact model. This model will divide the churches up by clusters 
of 20 – 30 congregations under one of three JPD staff members. This will allow the staff to be 
more proactive in working with congregations, get to know the congregations better and begin to 
think about ways to build health into the congregations. Each of these staff members will also 
have a program specialty that any congregation can call upon. As an example David will 1st U’s 
primary contact but will also be program contact for worship arts, social justice, after pastor and 
declining congregations. David also introduced the possibility that the district system would be 
changing to a cluster system. This is being looked at because the districts are too big, there is 
little commonality in the issues the churches in the districts are dealing with and the cultures of 
the various churches are too different. David also discussed Serge which will bring all 
region/district policies and procedures together.
 

 

CONSENT AGENDA
 

            September Minutes: There were no questions and the report was approved unanimously.
 

REPORTS
 

            Treasurer’s Report: Steve Cohen reviewed the financial information for fiscal year 2013-
2014. Steve’s summary for the month of October shows we have a surplus but it is lower than 
this time in 2013. The reason for this is lower pledge income and unanticipated increases in 
expenses. 

The total operating expenses were still under budget but not by enough to offset lower than 
expected Operating income.  Overall, Steve reported that this is a worrisome report and if these 
trends continue, reductions in spending vs the budget will be needed. Steve presented his report 
while demonstrating the potential uses for our new computer center in room 25. 

 

 

            Incidental Report: Josh provided a review of the incidental report. Ostin commented that 
the attendance this summer was good but now attendance is down and this ingathering was one 
of the lowest for the church. Michelle stated that one reason attendance might have been lower 
was because there was no CYRE in Sept. Michelle also thanked all the board members for 
attending the new member lunches. It was also reported that on 10/21 the branding study group 
begins. 
 

MONITORING/POLICY GOVERNANCE 



 

            EL #3: Josh provided overview of his report on Board President’s Role and noting 
compliance on EL #3. Josh also noted that the allocation of dollars to ends chart reflects the first 
3 months of the new fiscal year. Ostin asked if quarterly reporting is really needed or is twice a 
year or annually enough reporting for this limitation. Josh stated that this limitation is a run-of-
the-mill budget but that some of the others are more important and that January and April were 
definitely needed. Suzanne noted that fall festival income is counted but the festival is not being 
done this year. Josh explained that the festival is a lot of work and had burned volunteers out. 
Ostin noted on page 7 of the report that compliance is noted but is not actually true. Josh noted 
that the budget trends are not actual until April but the policy is written in context of doing 
multiyear budget in January using numbers based on pledging. Ostin suggested this report may 
not be needed at this time of year. Doyle stated that he feels the report is fuzzy and is out of step 
vs treasurer’s report. Josh explained that the treasurer’s report is month to month and the ET 
report is 3 months and adjusted through time. Suzanne and Linda introduced the notion that we 
are not meeting our commitments and we are not funding future or building our reserves. Finally 
Doyle stated the policy needs to be updated; we are not contributing to JPD so we are impacting 
what the district can do
 

            EL #4: Josh introduced the new numbers for this end and noted that the organ is being 
fixed with only one bid which is not in compliance however there is only one qualified person in 
the area to fix our organ. Josh asked the board to approve this one bid request for this item, board 
approved. Josh also asked that the board to separate interpretation from the policy regarding the 
Heritage fund which help ET in complying with the policy. Josh also noted that there was now a 
committee to oversee the Heritage fund, there will be a chair but it is unclear who that will be at 
this time since the committee has just been formed. 
 

            EL #6: Josh noted that a lot of the detail was taken out of this policy, there was no 
discussion.
 

EL #9: Josh noted that the first grant for growth was 10/19 and the growth committee will do 
visit later this year.
 

General discussion: the governance committee was asked to look at these policies and determine 
what information is needed and when and if the policies can be split up and presented at different 
times of the year.
 

These reports were approved unanimously.
 

            BETL #2: Pat presented this report on the accountability of the ET and reported there is 
good levels of communication, both the board and ET are willing to out and accept feedback. 
There was discussion about who the board evaluates the ET or only the Sr. Minister. It was 



decided the policy committee would look at this policy as part of their work. This report was 
approved unanimously.
 

 

OPEN QUESTION
 

            #7 Ends Monitoring Reports: It was noted that we are getting a lot of data and we can’t 
continue to do all this data collection with fewer resources. It was determined that the survey 
data is the most important resource and we need questions at the end of the reports that ask 
questions of the board and ask for achievement vs compliance. 
 

Meeting adjourned at 9:40
 

CLOSING: Pat provided process feedback and the closing words. 


